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Celebrating the life of
late Dayna Browne
Alyson Peabody
Editor-in-Chief

Every person who works on the
Free Press staff benefits from the
dedication of those who came before
us. Writers, photographers, designers and editors alike have invested
themselves into their roles as journalists covering the USM community for generations. The Free Press
has birthed leaders whose strides
continue to be celebrated even after
those students graduate and venture
out into the world.
Today, I would like to celebrate the
life of the late Dayna Janice Browne
who passed away on September 22.
Browne, 52, was the Executive
Editor of the Free Press for the
1992-1993 academic year. I did not
have the pleasure of meeting her, but
I was able to connect with someone
who worked with her while she was
a student at USM. She is remembered fondly by classmate and now
Communications and Media Relations Specialist, Daniel Hartill.
“She was a big figure in the Free
Press,” Hartill said, describing her
in three words: boisterous, warm
and loyal.
A Free Press staff writer, Mishe
Pietkiewicz, headlined Browne’s bio
under the “Meet the press: ‘92-’93”
with “Editor Browne will spotlight
administration.” That is exactly what
she did. Hartill recalled Browne’s
love of “tweaking the administration.” She referred to the seventh
floor of the law building where the
university president’s office was at
the time as the “Power Tower.”
Pietkiewicz quoted Browne in
a not-so-subtle message that she
would “like to see the administration totally accountable for everything they do next year.” President
Richard Pattenaude (1991-2007)
and Browne were friendly toward
one another with a mutual respect

for their work even
when they were on
different sides.
Her other goals
include continued
coverage of controversial
issues
and continuing the
quality of the newspaper. As I’ve read
Browne’s writing,
I’ve resonated with
her strong values
that unapologetically capture the truth
of the world she lived in that was
riddled with war, scandals, political
reform, terrorism and civil rights.
In her own words, Browne said
the Free Press “serves as a bond in
a very diverse community.” When
reflecting on her role as editor, she
said that the most important lesson
she learned was that the editor “must
make every effort to be accurate and
fair, which includes being willing
to admit when you’re wrong and to
make corrections.”
After serving as Executive Editor, she was elected to the Student
Senate where she championed press
freedom.
Fellow student senator and now
Assistant Dean of Students and Deputy Title IX Coordinator Sarah Holmes, shared her experience working
with Browne.
“Dayna was a larger than life personality and a staunch champion for
the freedom of the press,” she said
in an email. “She was never afraid to
let her opinion be known and spoke
out against unfairness and inequity.”
Holmes said Browne was the kind
of person that you knew where you
stood. As a student leader, she could
depend on Browne to have her back
on the Student Senate.
“I lost touch with her shortly after
our time together at USM, but I hope
she continued to find joy in her life,”

said Holmes.
According to her obituary, Browne
graduated with honors from the University of Southern Maine. She then
went on to receive her Juris Doctor degree from the University of
Pittsburgh. Before law school, she
worked as a professional chef.
Browne’s work was her passion.
For the last twenty years, she lived
in Washington DC working as a
trademark attorney for the United
States Patent and Trademark Office.
She most recently was the managing
attorney of Law Office 104 where
she enjoyed teaching and mentoring
junior attorneys, whom she referred
to as her “chickens” or “baby lawyers.”
Her obituary read that Browne,
“always aspired to bring out the best
in the people she guided, and was
deeply appreciative of those who
had invested in her career.”
Holmes credited Browne with
helping make the USM Free Press
what it is today.
Every editor leaves behind a different set of shoes; Browne’s are still
tapping away.
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The quest to be carbon neutral begins

Mills promises a carbon neutral Maine, USM pledges to do their part
Paige Riddell
Staff Writer

Maine leads the New England in wind
power, but Governor Janet Mills hopes
to put us in the lead for the United States.
Mills has made climate change her top
priority, making claims of reducing carbon emissions by 45% by 2030 and 80%
by 2050. Governor Mills shocked everyone when she announced that she signed
an executive order stating Maine would
be going carbon neutral by 2045. Mills
made this announcement during her twominute speech at the United Nations Climate Action Summit.
“We all have what it takes to combat
climate change, to protect the irreplaceable earth we share and care for,” Governor Mills said in her remarks. “What
is more precious than water, air, soil, the
health and happiness of our children and
our children’s children and yours? For all
of them, today, by Executive Order, I am
pledging that Maine will be carbon neutral by 2045.”
Becoming 100% carbon neutral takes
a large push effort, but Maine is already
doing quite well with renewable energy.
As of 2018 three-fourths of Maine’s net
electricity comes from renewable sources, according to the U.S Energy Information Administration. This renewable
energy breaks down to 31% of our electricity comes from hydroelectricity, 22%

this will help USM strategize on how to
make a meaningful impact and create a
program that is going to work.
With all of this talk about carbon reduction, it’s easy to get in the mindset
that carbon emission reduction on a personal level is hard to do. That is untrue;
there are so many things students can
do even on a hairstring budget. Some of

					
Headshot of Governor Janet Mills

Maine’s carbon emissions have been
dropping at a significant rate over the
past years. As stated in the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 2016
Annual Report, Maine’s emissions decreased by 30% between 2004 and 2015.
This significant change is due primarily
to a shift to renewable energy sources
and not because of transportation emis-

“If people just think about their life and how
they can live smaller ... in every aspect of their
lives ... they can live smaller. That will change
the entire culture and be able to use less electricity overall.
-Aaron Witham
				
					
Assistant Director of Sustainable 		
					

from biomass (mainly wood products),
and 21% from wind. Maine also leads
New England in wind power generation
and ranks sixth in the nation in its electricity generated from wind.
“The climate crisis is a threat to our
environment, to our economy, to our
very identity as Maine people,” Mills
said during her address.

Programs at USM

sions, which make up about half of all
emissions in the state. Even with such a
reduction in our carbon emissions, is it
possible to go carbon neutral? According
to Aaron Witham the Assistant Director
for Sustainable Programs here at USM;
This plan is very aggressive for the
state of Maine, according to Aaron
Witham, the Assistant Director for Sustainable Programs here at USM, but it

Courtesy of USM office of Public Affairs

is a very achievable goal. USM, as an
institution, has the same intention with
an expedited timeline becoming carbon
neutral by 2040. There are three things
USM is doing to take action on this plan.
The first one being an Energy Service Company (ESCO), which has officially launched this fall, the purpose
of this project is to reduce energy use
in all buildings. The first two to be assessed are Bailey and Anderson Halls in
Gorham. USM has an outside company
come and try and identify what to do to
reduce energy load, such as mechanical
and lighting. The point of this is to see
what improvements can be made to use
fewer fossil fuels.
The second action step at USM is to
acquire solar power to replace the energy
that the school has previously bought
from the grid. The school has a goal of
purchasing solar credits from a bunch of
different projects in the state to use green
energy. The final plan in action at USM
is to assess the transportation on campus
to get that to be more green. The school
is going to be doing a transportation demand management (TDM) this spring. A
TDM is a comprehensive study to look at
the whole system function. A TDM looks
at how people get to where they need to
go, how they drive and park, will come
up with a plan for decreasing a single
person mode of transportation. This plan
is very exciting, says Witham, because

“We all have what it
takes to combat climate change, to protect the irreplaceable
earth we share and
care
for. 		
		
-Governor Janet Mills

these sustainable choices include committing to getting out of the single occupancy vehicle and taking the bus even
if it is once a week. Students also have a
lot of control over how much energy gets
used on campus, especially in the residential halls.
One way to take control is by making
sure lights are off in every room before
you leave it, including dorm rooms and
classrooms. Another option is to plug all
devices into a power strip and when exiting the room, shut off the power strip to
ensure no excess power is wasted. Also,
to reduce electricity waste in minifridges, keep them packed full. The thermal
mass keeps things cold; even if it’s not
food, keeping jars filled with water will
keep the fridge colder without wasting
electricity.
Witham’s piece of advice to everyone, “If people just think about their life
and how they can live smaller and what
I mean is in every aspect of their lives
they can live smaller. In a smaller house,
smaller cars, vacations that are closer
and less extravagant, useless stuff, make
things homemade, buy less material like
clothes and electronics. That will change
the entire culture and be able to use less
electricity overall.”
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New campus center to replace Woodbury next year

Campus center expected to reopen on November 1 with temporary repairs
Amelia Bodge
Staff Writer

Last week we brought you the story of
the flooding at Woodbury Campus and
along with that, we included all the relocations of programs and facilities located in
Woodbury. They are as follows:
- The food pantry has been moved to 147
Luther Bonney and will be open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
- The University Bookstore has been relocated to the first-floor study room in Glickman Library. Students who have ordered
books can now pick them up there.
- The meditation and prayer space has
been relocated to 714 Glickman.
- Student Government Association has
been relocated to 212 Abromson.
- An open space for students is being set
up in Sullivan.
- Dining services will be offering alternative meal options until Woodbury Food
Court and Cafe reopens. Meal equivalency
can be used at Luther Bonny, Maine Law
Cafe, and the Glickman Library Starbucks.
The meal equivalency will include a cold
entrée (salad or sandwich), two sides (a fruit
cup, breakfast bar, chips, cookie) and a beverage (hot coffee or bottled beverage).

There have been a few updates regarding updates on the progress to Woodbury.
Nancy Griffin, Chief Operations Officer
reported in an email to the USM community on Oct. 2 that stated he fire main has
been repaired and the fire protection system is on and operational. Along with the
fire main being repaired Sodexo has also
been allowed to access the kitchen. They
are working to make repairs to the dining
room and the section with public restrooms.
These repairs will include the dining room,
SGA Office, diversity center, information
booth, and the commuter lounge. They are
exploring other more permanent options for
the University Store and the other space that
will not be available to the community.
They expect this area will become operational by November 1.
The remainder of repairs have a very high
cost and the school has decided not to repair
the rest of the building because it does not
make fiscal sense to them when they’re going to tear down the building to make way
for the new Career/Student Center/ Residence Hall in May. So the rest of the building will remain blocked off for the rest of
the year.

Dionne Smith / Director of Photography
A clean up crew at work in the multicultural center in Woodbury

Athletes wear purple for domestic violence awareness
Huskies host games in honor of domestic violence awareness month
Cullen McIntyre
Sports Editor

On October 5th, USM athletics hosted
Domestic Violence Awareness games.
The Department of Athletics and Campus
Safety Project collaborated to bring awareness to the issues of domestic, dating, and
relationship violence and abuse. Studentathletes, as well as those attending games
took part by wearing purple to the games
hosted by the Women’s Soccer and Volleyball teams.
This was the second year in a row of the
collaboration between the Department of
Athletics and the Campus Safety Project
to raise awareness. Thegames marked the
beginning of the month of events by the
Campus Safety Project during Domestic
Violence Awareness month. The Campus
Safety Project was present at Hannaford
Field and Hill Gymnasium during the
games, handing out educational material
as well as raising awareness to issues re-

garding healthy relationships and sexual
assault.
Devon Mulligan, the Program Coordinator for USM’s Campus Safety project,
spoke about the importance of bringing
awareness to this topic, “As a community,
we have to be willing to talk about dating and domestic violence; awareness and
dialogue are key to change,” he said. “We
are happy to continue to work with these
student leaders in keeping the conversation
going. We are thankful to have coaches
and student-athletes invested in making
our school and community safer, and using
their platform to raise awareness to a critical issue.”
Domestic, dating, and relationship violence is defined as “any physical, emotional, or other form of abuse against an intimate partner or family member. This could
mean isolation, bullying, sexual assault
or coercion, economic control and abuse,
frightening jealousy, or stalking behaviors,
online or in person,” according to a graphic

on the USM athletics page.
According to the domestic violence statistics in the graph: 58% of college students say they don’t know what to do to
help someone who is a victim of dating
abuse, one in four LGBTQ college students
in one study reported dating violence in
their current relationship, and 24 people per
minute experience rape, physical violence
or stalking by an intimate partner in the
United States. That ismore than 12 million
a year. By bringing awareness through athletics on campus, the students and the community will become more educated about
domestic violence in their community and
how to help.
The matches on October 5th were a part
of a weekend initiative, as teams that competed on the road also wore a purple item
during their games. From October 6th-7th,
the Golf team hosted the annual USM Fall
Classic at Gorham Country Club where
they wore purple towels to participate in
the event.

Courtesy of DEA website

Athletic Director Al Bean spoke about
the collaboration with the Campus Safety
Project and domestic violence awareness,
“Relationship violence in any form has no
place in our society, and it is something we
should all diligently work towards eliminating,” he said. “Hosting the Campus
Safety Project at our home contests and
having our student-athletes wear purple is a
simple but effective way to raise awareness
to the serious issue of domestic violence in
our society, and the devastating effects that
it has on survivors and family members.”
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Impeachment investigations continue
A closer look at the impeachment process and what comes next
Troy Daly
Staff Writer
Abby Nelson
Staff Writer
Amelia Bodge
Staff Writer

On September 24 of this year, Speaker of
the House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi
announced the House’s decision to begin an
impeachment inquiry of President Donald
Trump. The reasoning behind this decision
was because, “The actions taken to date, by
the President have seriously violated the
Constitution...” as she said in her speech.
From that moment on, the formal process of
impeachment was set in motion.
‘Impeachment’ is a term used in the U.S.
Constitution which describes a power held
by U.S. House of Representatives. The purpose of this power is stated in Article II Section IV:
“The President, Vice President and all
civil Officers of the United States, shall be
removed from Office on Impeachment for,
and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.”
Only two American presidents have been
impeached. They were: Andrew Johnson

(1868) and Bill Clinton (1998). As we don’t
often get to see this political undertaking, we
spoke to Political Science Professor Manuel
Avalos to get a better understanding.
“The process of impeachment starts in the
House with an inquiry that is similar to an
indictment. It allows them to investigate
further.”, he said.
During this process, six House committees, will look into Trump’s actions as President.
Avalos continued, “After they have gathered their information, the House can draft
an article for impeachment that lays out the
charges they wish to press.” These charges
are known as Articles of Impeachment.
They will first be referred to the House Judiciary Committee, who will vote on them. If
the Articles pass, the entire House of Representatives will vote on Impeachment. If the
House has a majority vote on any of the Articles, President Trump will be impeached.
If Trump is impeached, the Senate will
hold a trial to determine whether he shall
be convicted and removed from office. This
won’t be a criminal conviction. The Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court (currently
Justice John Roberts) will preside over the
case. At this stage, President Trump and his
lawyers will be able to bring forth a defense.
Each of the Articles will be debated, then

voted on. If the Senate has a Super Majority vote of two-thirds to convict, President
Trump will be removed from office. In
terms of numbers that would 67 US senators
voting to impeach. Republicans hold the
majority so for the president to be removed
from office there would be need to be at least
20 Republicans voting to impeach. However, if it does pass, Donald Trump may be
tried as a citizen in criminal court. On the
rare chance that Donald Trump is removed
from office before his term as president is
completed then the office will be occupied
by the Vice President Mike Pence.
Recognizing the rare, yet significant nature of impeachment, we asked a few students why it’s important:
“It proves that no one is above the law,”
said Eli Miller, a first year Nursing Major.
“It goes back to our democracy, we vote
for who we want to run our country and
who we think is best fit. When it comes to
impeachment, if the person we have elected
turns out to not be who we thought, we as
Americans have the power to change that
and not suffer under their rule. A non violent way to change leadership, especially
when you consider how America became
America.” -Shaina Guidebeck, Criminology Major, Junior

Dakota Tibbetts / Design Assistant

“I don’t think impeachment is always
used to necessarily give people punishment,
but to help them take a second look at their
actions and to control their constitutional
power.” -Emily Wotton, Health Science
Major, Freshman
How long will it take? “There is no timetable” Professor Avalos said. This is a historic event because a large majority of the
students at USM have never witnessed an
impeachment firsthand. Being a part of
this country means that we should all stay
informed of how this all plays out. It will
affect how the United States is governed in
the following years.

Placing a Green Dot in Southern Maine

Emphasizing community participation to create a safe college campus
Sarah Knox
Staff Writer

This spring, the Campus Safety Project
will begin implementing Green Dot Bystander Intervention Training to students.
The Green Dot Strategy, developed by
self-described “social accelerator” Alteristic Inc. in 2006, is based on the principle
of “mobilizing communities by harnessing
the power of individuals” in order to create
“a safe and equitable society.”
Devon Mulligan, the project coordinator for the University of Southern Maine’s
Campus Safety Project, noted that the
training specific specializes in powerbased interpersonal violence. Mulligan
stated that the strategy with Green Dot is
to move passed gender-based violence and
move into power based in order to open up
the conversation. Mulligan said, “When
we use this ‘in-speak’ of ‘ violence’. . .
we are missing a huge group of people that
can have the tools and can participate. . . .”

Another goal in open conversation is encouraging small actions rather than large
actions. “No one has to do everything, but
everyone has to do something,” Mulligan
said about Green Dot’s goals, “. . . creating
bigger moments with small efforts. . . .”
“We are not asking you to leave everything at the door- in fact, bring it with you.
Bring your barriers, concerns and still, you
can do the work and still you can participate,” Mulligan said, showcasing the opendoor environment that Green Dot has.
Green Dot is still very new to USM,
where the discussion started in the Fall
of 2018. The discussion then led to USM
faculty and staff to become Green Dot
certified in January through their four-day
training. Throughout the Summer of 2019,
the certified trainers then went through a
75-minute overview of the program, solidifying a stronger and more passionate
foundation. During this overview, they
explained, what the work is, why they are

introducing it to the USM community and
why USM cares.
The introduction of Green Dot will be
brought to students in Spring 2020. Free
non-mandatory training will last four to six
hours, allowing students to become what
Mulligan described as “early adopters”
or in other terms, ambassadors. Mulligan
said, “we want to use their social capital
because we all have different people that
listen and want to hear us. . . where is your
social capital? Who do you want to influence to also create this safer space and
community for everyone?”
Mulligan said that the goal for Green Dot
is to be a continuing discussion. Instead of
being training that is once completed, it
will be ongoing and constantly developing
to the community’s needs and capabilities.
Mulligan explained proactive and reactive green dots. Reactive being in the moment actions and proactive being an ongoing effort. In regards to proactive green

dots, Mulligan said, “. . . posters, speakers
etc. will make it clear that we don’t accept
red dots- moments of interpersonal powerbased violence, we only accept green dots.
. . .” Mulligan also said, “We don’t want
to be a box that we check. We want to be
something that is staying around all the
time.”
Mulligan said, “Even though it is called
Green Dot and we are learning from someone else, its USM. We are making it our
own.” Green Dot will be customized to fit
the specific cultural influences that USM
provides alongside the Portland and Gorham community.
Bowdoin College has Green Dot apart of
its university system and the community of
Lewiston-Auburn also has introduced the
strategy. The future of Green Dot at USM
is still in development, but Mulligan predicted that even more communities and
colleges in Maine will incorporate the program into the campuses.

News
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#METOO at Maine Women’s Summit on economic security

Tarana Burke speaks on intersectionality and the economy of survival
Kate Rogers
News Editor

The fourth Maine Women’s Summit on
Economic Security was held in Augusta on
Wednesday October 2. The Maine Women’s
Lobby collaborated with the Me Too Movement to focus on sexual assault and it’s impact on the overall economy of our country
and of Maine.
Commissioner of the Maine Department
of Labor Laura Fortman, Women’s Lobby
Education Fund chair Andrea Berry, and
Donna Brown of the Wabanaki Women’s
Coalition offered the opening remarks.
Following this, there were two hour long
“breakout sessions.” These were various workshops and presentations on relevant topics such as “Storytelling for social change,” and “Transgender sexual and
domestic violence.” One of USM’s deans
of students Sarah Holmes co-led a breakout session on Title IX, the Clery Act and
student activism. Following the breakout
sessions, lunch was offered. Then Elizabeth Ward Saxl from the Maine Coalition
Against Sexual Assault introduced the final
speaker. Following that conversation were
two more breakout sessions and a closing
featuring live music by Portland native Kenya Hall.
Tarana Burke, the founder and executive
director of the Me Too Movement organization, was the featured guest at the summit. The Me Too Movement was founded
in 2006 by Burke, but it took off as a social
phenomenon in 2017 when the #MeToo
hashtag began trending following the sexual abuse allegations against Harvey Weinstein. The message of the Me Too Movement is that survivors of sexual abuse are
not alone— that so many people can say
“me too.” According to the organizations
website their mission is, simply, to “support
survivors and end sexual violence.”
Burke spoke with Samaa Abdurraqib, the
community engagement coordinator from
the Maine Coalition to End Domestic Violence. Abdurraqib asked several questions
about the Me Too Movement which Burke
answered and elaborated on. Some of the
main focuses of the conversation were the
importance of specific activism against sexual assault, the meaning and relevance of
intersectionality within the Movement, and
her goals and values within and beyond the
movement.
“I am so perplexed why I even have to
explain why this matters,” Burke said about
raising awareness of sexual violence. She
said that sexual violence is “individualized”
more than any social justice issue. For example, when an incident of gun violence

Kate Rogers / News Editor
#MeToo founder Tarana Burke (speaking above) , Samaa Abdurraqib (left) and ASL interpreter Cynthia Young (right).

occurs, there will often be a rally of community support and outrage, whereas when
sexual violence occurs the victim often has
to carry the weight themselves. According
to Burke this is because there is so much
shame and blame associated with sexual
abuse there is less empathy and less understanding.
When it comes to supporting survivors,
there is even more fundamental misunderstanding and very little assistance. This is
where the impact on economy becomes
more clear. Burke emphasized the importance of speaking out about how hard it is
to function while dealing with trauma from
sexual violence. Burke offered the examples of not being able to find a job because
of PTSD, or not being able to get your child
to school because of fear of what might happen to them there. “It is incredible to me that
folks have to live, and work, and worship,
and learn and just exist in the spaces where
they were harmed.” Burke said.
When asked about intersectionality,
Burke said “Sexual violence does not discriminate.” She spoke about the importance
of acknowledging that sexual violence affects different groups in different ways because of those groups’ distinct experiences
and privileges. “A trickle down approach to
any work does not work … the people at the
bottom get scraps,” she said.
Burke was clear in saying that the Me Too
Movement should and would stay focused
on sexual violence. To broaden the focus of
the movement would “dilute the work that

has to be done,” she said.
There was immense encouragement at
the summit to write to legislators about concerns regarding sexual violence and other
social justice issues. There were many reminders of the importance of this, and tables
with post cards set up so that people could
write something and put it in a box to be
sent for them.
Burke mentioned the importance of using

empathy as a tool for change. At the same
time, she said that there should be no need
for survivors to have to tell their stories. It
should be up to everyone to support survivors, to make change for them. She encourages people to look for places where their
communities and governments are failing
and try to fix them. “I do not want us to continue to cut and bleed for no reason,” said
Burke.

Kate Rogers / News Editor
Action Station at the Maine Women’s Summit encouraging people write postcards to legislators.
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Family for ME brings awareness to children in need of families

What the DHHS is doing to try and provide a home for every child in need
Jenasa Staples
Staff Writer

A Family for ME program works to
bring awareness on the need for families
willing to care for children in foster care.
A Family for ME is a contracted program
with Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) that has been active for
the past twenty years throughout the state
of Maine. The past three years this contract has been partnered with Spurwink
Services, a non-profit organization that
provides behavior health and education
services for children, adults and families.
Stephanie Eklund, recruiter specialist
at A Family for ME, says, “The need we
have right now is tremendous. We’re at a
low for the number of foster and adopted
families that we have and we need to increase these numbers as much as we can
to better care for these children as best
we can.” She says that 2,100 children are
currently in foster care. She spends her
days in the community recruiting families by hanging posters, setting up tables
at events where she can interact with
families and posting photos of children
ready to be adopted right now in local
libraries or stores like Marden’s. These
photos of children that are ready to be
adopted are also on the Heart Gallery,
a special gallery made specifically for
these children, located on the A Family
for ME website.
Eklund explains that the high number of children in foster care has to do
with the rise in opioid crisis which has
caused a rise in-utero abuse for infants,
as well as the struggle to find placement
for older children which is the majority
of the children, and the difficulty to find
homes that will take sibling groups. 75%
of sibling groups end up being seperated.
The number one goal DHHS has after
taking a child from a home is to reunify
the child with their biological family
once the parents have worked towards
a point where they are able to care for
their children safely again. Eklund says
that some foster families care for a child
for six months to two years. Reunifying
is not always successful. Some parents
get to a point where they are able to care
for their children again but relapse into
old patterns so the child is flip flopped in
and out of their original home and foster
homes. Reunification can be successful
and has been successful but is less likely. When reunification is not successful,
there is a plan in place to help the child
become adopted, which sometimes happens to be with the foster families.
“There are very few obstacles or limi-

tations when it comes to becoming a licensed caregiver as a foster family.” says
Eklund. She has identified through working with families that one of the barriers
for families wanting to foster or adopt is
that they think they may not fit the guidelines. People have thought they had to be
married, own their home, working full
time and other ideas that are not accurate.
Another barrier is the fear of change that
will appear in their life when fostering
a child. Families wonder if it will affect
their biological children, if it will affect
their work schedule, or will they suffer
heartbreak from becoming emotionally
attached to children that eventually are
reunited with their family. Cost is also a
concern from families, they believe fostering or adopting a child will cost them
an excessive amount of money which is
false. The only thing families have to pay
for is fingerprinting, which is one part of
the process.
The process required for families to go
through to become licensed caregivers
takes about three to four months. First,
families reach out to A Family for ME
and are connected to a recruiter specialist. Second, families attend an informative meeting with DHHS to go over statistics, licensing paperwork, what kind
of relationship they expect to have with
children, discuss the relationship between fostering and adopting, and are
given an application packet. Third, families will have a background check, fingerprinting completed and attend eighteen hours of training. Lastly, the family
Dionne Smith/ Director of Photography
will have a water inspection, home safety
inspection and time for DHHS to get to Stephanie Eklund (above), Family for ME recruiter
know the families interests and hobbies
so they are able to match a family and
child appropriately.
When asked if this program has increased the number of families applying,
Eklund says, “Do we have enough families yet to keep all the children in care?
No.” Even though there isn’t enough
families right now, she says the number
of families applying has increased. She
also explains that it’s not just the lack of
families applying as to why there aren’t
enough families, but some foster families end up adopting the child or children
they have been caring for which leads to
the families discontinuing to foster other
children.
If you are interested in becoming a
foster family or adopting a child, visit
afamilyformemaine.org and you will be
navigated through the beginning processes that will connect you to a recruitPhoto courtesy of A Family for ME’s homepage
ment specialist.
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Tune IN: Sun Tiki Studios

A hidden haven for music enthusiasts
Chelsea Marquis
Staff Writer

A former tanning salon is now home to a
wide musical lineup from rock to indie. Ian
Smith and Cecil Gardner founded Sun Tiki
Studios in the fall of 2017. The space had
been vacant for a number of years.
“I had been toying with the idea of a
music venue-rental space combo for about
25 years, but hadn’t had the opportunity
to make it happen yet,” said Smith. “Cecil
was the initial spark of using this building.”
The idea began to come into fruition
the summer of 2017, when Smith, Gardner and some young people in the music
community started talking about opening
an affordable rental space. A carpenter and
musician, Smith started renting out the Sun
Tiki Tanning building in the fall.
“We kept the sign, we just scraped the
word ‘tanning’ off the sign and put ‘studios.’ And everyone seems to like that we
took the building essentially as it was,”
Smith said.
Gardner left the company earlier this
year for other endeavors. With Smith work-

The illuminated Sun Tiki Studios sign outside the venue

Local band “Missfits” practicing at Sun tiki studios

Nora Devin / Staff Photographer

ing part time to make alterations to the interior of the building, including adding a
stage and a bar.
Sun Tiki Studios officially opened in
April of 2018 as a music venue.
It continued to have shows until December of 2018, when the music venue was
temporarily closed for shows to obtain a
liquor license and to add more bathrooms,
reopening in April 2019. Smith credits his
fiancée for continually being involved with
the development of Sun Tiki Studios, and
help from his daughter, who runs the bar.
“Sun Tiki as a venue is perfect because
it is not trying to be something that it is
not...The sound is solid, there are always
ear plugs available, artist merch for sale,
a clean bathroom, and even reasonably
priced drinks. Pretty hard to beat,” said
Stephen Bennett, an undergrad student at
USM.
Sun Tiki Studio hopes to expand its line
up to have movie nights and music-comedy

Nora Devin / Staff Photographer

shows in the future.
Most shows are all ages. Any age requirements are posted with the event on
their Facebook page. The average week
has three shows with cover charges mostly
under $10. Shows often showcase two or
three artists.
Beyond having space for musicians to
perform live shows, there is an hourly rental rehearsal space for anyone to use.Most
rooms accommodate 3 to 4 people. There
is a large selection of instruments to choose
from, including a set of Burundi drums
and other uncommon instruments. Having
a space for musicians to collaborate with
each other is something Smith is passionate about.
“The deal was to make a space that anyone could use, any time, and not have to
have a lot of their own gear so if you play
an instrument, or even if you can’t, you can
just come in here with some friends and just
try and see what you can do,” Smith said.
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‘Fear Can Hold You Prisoner, Hope Can Set You Free’
Garrick Hoffman
Guest Editorial

“Polls and rentals reflect popularity, but
don’t explain why people value ‘Shawshank’ so fervently. Maybe it plays more like
a spiritual experience than a movie.”
So went the words of the famed film critic
Roger Ebert in his review of The Shawshank
Redemption.
Who could have ever predicted that such
a dark and morose prison drama, with almost no female actors and a limp box office
turnout, could have gone on to resonate with
audiences so much that it has solidified itself
as one of the most popular films of all time?
Fast forward 25 years since its release and
The Shawshank Redemption is still one of
the most enduring films, with a permanent
home in the hearts of so many. Not only does
it have a rating of 98% by audiences on Rotten Tomatoes, it still holds the No. 1 spot on
the IMDb Top 250.
To commemorate the quarter-century
since it opened in theaters on September
23, 1994, Cinemagic in Westbrook held a
screening that I couldn’t not attend. Homework? It’s gonna have to wait. Shawshank is
my favorite movie of all time and has been
for more than a decade. If I didn’t see it in
theaters, I may never be able to...or I’d have
to wait another five to ten years. No thanks.
I’ve made it a tradition of mine to watch
Shawshank at least once a year, so watching
it in the theaters for the first time was a treat.
I still marvel that at almost two and a half
hours, it still doesn’t feel like a long movie a feeling I remember having when my uncle
first showed it to me when I was 13.
This movie is unique because not only is it
one of those rare films that is a great adaptation of a story originating in literature, it’s a
better one. Director and screenwriter Frank
Darabont adapted the film from Stephen
King’s novella “Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption”, a piece featured in his
book Different Seasons. The story centers
around the life of Andy Dufresne, a banker
from Portland, Maine, who is accused of
murdering his adulterous wife and her lover.
Andy, played by Tim Robbins, is sentenced
to life in Shawshank State Penitentiary
where he befriends a man named Red, an
inmate played by Morgan Freeman, who
was imprisoned for murder and serves as the
go-to guy for myriad contraband. We watch
through Red’s lens as Andy endures his trials, wins the respect of the nefarious Warden
Norton and his guards, and uses this respect
to his advantage in some clever ways.
In adapting the story, Darabont took some
liberties with Rita Hayworth - something
readers are typically dubious of, or worse.
But they worked so well that they actually
improved the story. Characters are expanded, fabricated or killed off, which enhance

the drama. The ending is modified, but much
to the satisfaction of the audience and without treading into the cliche.
The movie “landed with a hollow thud
at the box office,” director Frank Darabont
admitted in an interview in Shawshank
documentary Hope Springs Eternal. Paradoxically, it was highly acclaimed by critics
and went on to earn seven academy award
nominations, including Best Picture, Best
Actor, and Best Cinematography, but won
none. As Darabont mentions in an interview
with Charlie Rose, this was also the year
that Forrest Gump and Pulp Fiction were
released- some formidable competition indeed.
Though it won no Academy Awards, it
went on to win the hearts of so many via
seemingly ceaseless cable television broadcasting (specifically on Ted Turner’s TNT
network), word of mouth and VHS rentals.
One can now find it in the National Film
Registry in the Library of Congress.
So what made it deeply resonate with audiences, including me?
“Stephen King and Frank [Darabont], in
his distillation of that story, had captured
something, some deep longing, some deep
reality that is universal,” actor Bob Gunton,
who played the nefarious Warden Norton,
asserted in Hope Springs.
“I still think it’s the best script I’ve ever
read, and it’s the most complete piece of
work in script form that’s out there,” actor
Gil Bellows, who played Tommy, remarked.
Robbins and Freeman have expressed similar feelings.
Ebert said in his 1999 review that Shawshank “creates a warm hold on our feelings
because it makes us a member of a family.
Many movies offer us vicarious experiences
and quick, superficial emotions. ‘Shawshank’ slows down and looks.”
Shawshank is a movie that harbors so
many wonderful qualities that it takes no
fool to see why it went on to garner a plethora of awards and nominations, tremendous
respect and admiration, and seemingly infinite replay on cable television. It’s a film
that can’t be described as just some “run of
the mill” prison flick; it’s a character-driven
film that conveys a multitude of emotions:
hope and hopelessness, humor and sorrow,
sympathy and contempt, the macabre and
the tender. We watch the poignant, intimate
nature of Andy and Red’s relationship in
the haunting institution that it rests in. We
vicariously feel the pain, exasperation, and
sometimes elation through the characters;
we share their emotions throughout their
many trials. And in the end, we deduce that
the movie is a testament to one thing in particular: hope.
Over the years I’ve developed an affinity
for employing Shawshank metaphors and
allusions in everyday life simply because
they’re so rich in the movie. Just this past

summer, I included a quote from the film
in an essay for a course, and referenced the
ending as symbolism of how hope, resolve
and effort can be tools for escape from our
own hell. I discussed how my own trials
with depression were ameliorated by “carving my own tunnels” like Andy Dufresene
did , even if it means crawling through 500
yards of human waste.
“We’ve been shown by Andy’s example
that you have to keep true to yourself, not
lose hope, bide your time, set a quiet example and look for your chance,” Ebert mused.
To me this is the most powerful theme in
the movie. While we delight in the friendships and despair at the tragedies, it’s hope
that stands above all, which is why Andy is
so emphatic about it, and why it went on to
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be his greatest tool. We can face adversity
and choose to assume a woe-is-me, hopeless-victim mentality in its wake, or we can
choose to stand up to it like David did with
Goliath. We can be slaves to our own prison,
or we can resolve to surmount those walls.
“One of the lessons is that you can overcome adversity,” Morgan says.
“And it starts inside yourself,” Rose responds.
Yes. That’s exactly right.
As an arguably infallible film that provokes a sense of introspection in its audience, The Shawshank Redemption has
earned that #1 title.
So if you’ve never seen it, do yourself a
favor. Or, as Andy says, “Get busy living or
get busy dying.”
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New public arts project in the Portland Area
Submissions by local artists currently being accepted

Max Lorber
Arts and Culture Editor

Creative Portland is spearheading an initiative to adorn bus shelters in the greater
Portland area with art installations designed
by local creatives. The intention of the project is to use artwork to honor the racial and
ethnic diversity within Maine, according to
Creative Portland.
The foreign born population in Portland
went from 4,895 in 2000 to 8,767 in 2017
according to a report issued by the Portland
city government. This increase is expected
to continue. These public art installations
are a creative way to reflect that demographic shift. The National Endowment of
the Arts (NEA) approved Creative Portland
for a $25,000 grant to begin the project, with
Greater Portland Metro, the Greater Portland
Council of Governments (GPCOG) and Waterstone Properties also contributing.
“Bus shelters are a ubiquitous but unnoticed part of our public transportation infra-

Bus shelter on Congress Street in Portland.

“This project elevates the shelters and transforms them into
a wonderful canvas upon which
to celebrate the diversity of our
community.”

- Kristina Egan
GPCOG Executive Director

structure,” said GPCOG Executive Director
Kristina Egan. “This project elevates the
shelters and transforms them into a wonderful canvas upon which to celebrate the diversity of our community.”
Creative Portland is curating the project
with the help of representatives from the
Portland Public Art Committee, Black Art-

ists Forum of Maine, the USM Art Department, as well as curators from local museums, galleries and private sector investors.
Submissions of written project proposals are
being accepted through Creativeportland.
com, with a December 15th deadline.
“Imagine a whole region of artistic and inviting bus shelters, created by emerging and
established artists, who represent the high
bar of excellence that Portland has to offer in
the arts,” said Dinah Minot, Executive Director of Creative Portland.
The NEA, an organization that was integral
to this public works initiative, distributed 57
awards totaling 4.1 million dollars to various
cities throughout the United States. Creative
Portland and the GPCOG conceived the
project in 2017 and was chosen by the NEA
to obtain a portion of the award money being distributed, according to a press release
issued by Creative Portland.
“These awards made to organizations
across the United States are a testament to
the artistic richness and diversity in our coun-

try,” said Mary Anne Carter, acting chairman
of the National Endowment for the Arts.
“Organizations such as Creative Portland are
giving people in their community the opportunity to learn, create and be inspired.”
The NEA is a federal agency that partners
with state-level organizations, along with local leaders and philanthropists, to promote
public access to the arts. The money received
by Creative Portland and the GPCOG is the
first in a series of grants that will turn the
Portland area’s bus shelters into public art
attractions.
Creative Portland and the board of curators for this project will select four design
proposals based on aesthetic, theme and cost
of installation. The location of the four bus
shelters that will be furnished has not yet
been decided. According to Creative Portland, these public displays are the first phase
of a broader, regional objective. It is unclear
if there are plans to continue beautifying bus
shelters, or if there will be other public art
initiatives.

Dionne Smith / Director of Photographery
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Ad A s t r a

Ryan Farrell
Staff Writer

James Gray’s new film Ad Astra
brings a unique vision to the science
fiction genre by emphasizing on extraterrestrial exploration. It functions
as a psychological analysis showing
how far mankind will go to find alien
life. The incredibly realistic effects
make for an immersive experience.
Unfortunately, the journey is far more
interesting than the destination.
Ad Astra follows the notorious astronaut, Roy McBride, who lives in
a futuristic society that is determined
to find intelligent life beyond Earth.
Bases established on the moon and
Mars are dedicated to extraterrestrial
research. After McBride survives a
close encounter on a communication
antenna, he is summoned by the US
Space Command for a mission. McBride is informed that electric surges
have been appearing across the galaxy at an alarming rate. The source of
surges is revealed to be the base of the
Lima Project, an exploratory mission
led by Clifford McBride, Roy’s father,
who disappeared sixteen years prior.
US Space Command believes that
Clifford McBride is still alive on the
Lima Project base near Neptune. Roy
McBride must find his father across
the dangerous Solar System in order
to stop the impending cosmic doom.
The cast features veteran actors
Brad Pitt and Tommy Lee Jones as
Roy and Clifford McBride, respectively. A majority of Pitt’s dialogue
is delivered through narration which
further adds to the isolated feeling of
the environment. He flourishes when
he has to navigate dangerous situations. Tommy Lee Jones’ character is
also complex, however his role in the
film is limited. Ad Astra also has brief
appearances from Donald Sutherland
and Ruth Negga.
The most appealing aspect of this
film is the cinematography. Hoyte Van
Hoytema uses varying techniques to
differentiate the film from other sci-

A&C
Listings
Thursday, October 10
Contemporary Responses
to Modernism:
A New England Perspective

Art Gallery, Gorham campus
Opening Reception: 5-7 pm
6 pm talk by Exhibition Curator
Joanna Fink
Free

Saturday, October 12
11th Annual Northern New England
Collegiate Symposium on Music Education
Corthell Hall, Gorham
9:00 AM
Free for UMaine System music majors
$30-$45 range for others

ence fiction works. For example, Roy
McBride is on an antenna that starts
to explode from the electric surge. Instead of showing the explosion head
on, it appears as a reflection on McBride’s helmet. This unique perspective also allows the scene to focus on
Pitt’s reaction. The cinematography is
consistently used to reflect the tone of
a scene.
Ad Astra’s faults lie in its conclusion. The majority of the film puts an
emphasis on the length of Roy’s journey. Since the Lima Project is the only
mission to reach Neptune, Roy’s mission is nothing short of uncertain. His
overall journey lasts a few months,
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each planet bearing both human and
cosmic obstacles. However, once he
reaches Neptune, the film’s climax
does not live up to the anticipation. It
ends abruptly, warranting more questions than answers.
Although Ad Astra’s conclusion
isn’t desirable, it is nonetheless a
character driven film which is further
elevated by the cast. The cinematography certainly showcases a plethora
of advanced computer effects in a
thrilling futuristic society.
Ad Astra is now showing in theatres.

How To Land
A Literary Agent
A business of writing seminar
for fiction
Glickman Library
MWPA member: $45
Mon-member: $100

Want to submit an event?
arts@usmfreepress.org

USM Community Page
Where’s Glenn?
Falling for
fall
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President Cumming’s October Schedule
Zoe Bernardi
Community Editor

President Glenn Cummings leads a
very busy life, from the name changed,
fixing Woodbury and appearing on the
UMemeportland meme page on Instagram. This spooky season, Glenn has
many trips, meetings and adventures.He
will be bounching arond both Maine and
Europe throughout the month. Maybe
even host a Halloween Party. Here is a
complied list of where President Cummings will be this month.

Week of October 7

Arctic Assembly Meeting, Reykjavik, Iceland
Best apple cider donut, hikes and pumpkin spice lattes in the area
President Cummings is leading
a delegation of faculty, staff and Zoe Bernardi
from Portland and 30 from Gorham. Ranstudents to meet with leaders from Community Editor
dall also has hayrides and they also have
around the globe.
pumpkins, gourds, and squash for sale.

Thursday, October 17
Guidance Counselor Lunch, South
Paris 12 noon
President will be meeting with
guidance counselors in that region
to discuss what’s new at USM.

Friday, October 18
Maine Leadership Learning Exchange for Equity, Augusta 8:30 AM
President Cummings will be participating in this workshop organized by the Maine Community
Foundation for Maine leaders

Saturday, October 19
Good Will Hinckley Gala, Hinckley 5:00 PM
President Cummings will be presented with a Helping Hands Award.

Tuesday, October 22
Tree Street Youth Advisory Board
8:30 AM in Lewiston
President Cummings sits on the
Board.

Wednesday, October 23
Guidance Counselor Lunch, York

Dakota Tibbetts / Design Assistant

As the fall months approach us, and
the leaves turn to shades of orange, yellow and brown when the air turns crisp
and summer fades into autumn, we have
to change our paces. In the words of our
president Glenn Cummings, “One feels
the intense swirl of the semester accelerating like the grounded leaves in the fall’s
firm breeze.”
In fall there are many activities to do,
places to eat cider donuts and sip pumpkin and cinnamon flavored coffees and
enjoy the season changing. Rather than
sitting at the beach, we would rather bundle up, take walks and exchange our iced
beverages for something that warms our
hands. Compiled below is the perfect list
of fall activities and food places to fulfill
the needs of those wanting to embrace
the autumnal months.
Hiking -- According to USM Outdoor Activities Board secretary Anya
O’Meara, the best places to go for a walk
in Portland include, Back Cove Trail,
which is perfect for dog walking and admiring. For those who would like a little
more of a medium level hikes would include, Bradbury Mtn, Douglas Mtn, and
Pleasant Mtn. Other trials can be found
online at Portland trials where there are
many places to find walks, hikes, and local parks. The OAB is hosting a sunset
hike at Bradbury on October 9th and can
find more information on the school website.
Leaf peeping -- Another place for a
hike as well as viewing the fall foliage is
Douglas Mountain, where also has an old
stone fire tower. Also taking a walk near
the water in Portland you can see the sunset, and the Gorham campus is already
beginning to have leaves change color.
Pumpkin patch & Apple picking -Most people go to Randall Orchards for
their pick-your-own apples 9-5 every
day. Located in Standish just 15 minutes

Another apple orchard is Sweetser’s Apple Barrel, where they also sell corn and
maple syrup. Apple trains, farm stands,
and mulled cider can be found at Brackett
Orchards, located in Limington.
Hayrides + Corn mazes-- For corn
mazes, outdoor games and hayrides head
over to Zach’s Corn Maze in York, the
maze is $10 and for the day you can explore the different paths and trails. There
is also a flashlight tag option, to wait until
dark and escape with a flashlight. There
is also a pumpkin patch and farm stand.
Donuts & other treats -- Sweester also
has paired up with Hifi donuts, where
their apples are made into delicious donuts. These donuts can be found in the
Hifi Portland location or at the farm. The
Holy Donut also features a cinnamon
sugar, and sweet potato donut using real
Maine potatoes in their dough. The Holy
Donut also has gluten-free options. Bam
Bam Bakery in Portland has amazing
pumpkin whoopie pies and pumpkin and
banana bread. Pies can be found at the
Portland farmers markets and farm stands
at the orchards.
Pumpkin Spice Lattes, Chai & Apple
Cider-- A warm mug or cup in hand is
a good way to beat the cold and brisk
air, whether it’s a coffee, cider or tea if
it’s keeping you warm it’s doing its job.
Lattes at Barista and Bites are affordable
and tasty, Coffee Me Up also has a strong
brew to keep you warm, both found Portland. Chai can be done at your local Aroma joes, or stop by Dobra tea in Portland.
Apple cider is best either warmed up in
your home in a saucepan or at the farms
stated above.
Whatever you plan to do this fall, just
make sure you are bundled up, with
friends and family. There are many ways
to spend outside before it gets too cold,
enjoying apple picking and warm beverages is the best way to do so.
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What to watch this spooky season

Recommended movies and shows to get you in the Halloween spirit
Kate Rogers
News editor

Whether you like to be spooked,
scared, absolutely and completely harrowed, or just have some wholesome
Halloween fun, here are some recommendations for your October movie
nights. There is (hopefully) something
for everyone. Beware of mild spoilers,
and have a great October!

Week One:
Cider and donuts
and sweaters oh my!

It’s the first full week of October, when
all the trees turn colors and the air gets
cool. Sweater weather has begun! For all
you cozy critters, here are three options
to warm you up.

Spooky: The Monster Squad - This
Halloween cult classic from 1987 follows five young monster-movie fans as
they find themselves having to fend off
the best of the worst— Dracula, Frankenstein’s monster, The Mummy, The
Wolf Man, and the Gill-man. The costumes in this movie are great, the hijinks
are super fun and it’s just an all around
spooky good time.
Scary: The Ritual - Based on a book
by Adam Nevill, this gruesome adventure through the woods in Northern Sweden will whet your appetite for...destruction? The recipe calls for a terrifying
folklore monster, plenty of maiming and
a sprinkle of cult sacrifice. This one is
on Netflix!
To binge: Over the Garden Wall Two half-brothers get lost in a forest
called the Unknown, where very strange
things go on, and very strange friends
are made. This extremely charming animated miniseries (featuring the voices
of Elijah Wood and Christopher Lloyd)
is a tad bit spooky and has a wonderful
autumn atmosphere. All 10 episodes are
available on Hulu and other places.

Week Two:
Fall Break, baby!

I hope you’ve started planning your
Halloween costume, because unless
you’ve got Amazon prime you’re running out of time! October 14th and 15th
is our fall break, but I’m not giving you
an extra movie. Go pick some pumpkins!
Do a corn maze!

Spooky: American Scary - A 2006
documentary about “Horror hosts”, from
the 1950’s to now— like Vampira, Elvira
and the Crypkeeper. Guests such as author Neil Gaiman and Mystery Science
Theater 3000’s Joel Hodgson are featured talking about the influence these
hosts had on them and their art. Even if
you don’t know anything about the subject, it’s a really interesting and seasonally appropriate watch.

Get those fake cobwebs up!

At this point, you can probably justify
having a monster mash without being
judged by most of your peers. Be responsible with those slime green Jello shots
and finger-bone adorned Bloody Mary’s.
Maybe drink some witches brew (water).

Spooky: What We Do in the Shadows - Three classical vampire roommates
(Viago, Vladislav and Deacon) living in
the modern day try to show the newly
turned Nick what being undead is all
about. Basically, it’s about the struggles
of living with people … with the added
complication of being a vampire. This
movie is an absolute hoot. A spin-off
show of the same name came out this
year— also worth a watch.
Scary: Hereditary - Annie Graham,
mother of two, finds herself in a quickly
developing downward spiral after her
mother dies. She and her children are
forced to discover the terrible secrets
hidden in their family’s past. This movie
is beautifully terrifying and has the potential to unsettle even the bravest of
souls for days afterwards.

Scary: Burnt Offerings - This underrated horror film from 1976 is a slow
suspenseful build with some great twists,
jumps and unsettling moments. The story
is about a family who rent a huge Victorian mansion for the summer, and soon
find themselves in various states of peculiar distress. The contrast of a bright
summer setting with some ghastly visuTo binge: Buzzfeed: Unsolved als makes this one quite the wild ride.
This YouTube show hosted by Shane
Madej and Ryan Bergara covers everyTo binge: Marianne - A French show thing from true crime to cryptids. While
with a mostly female cast about a horror there are five seasons (available for free
novelist who starts to realize that the ter- on YouTube as well as on Hulu), there’s
rible things she has nightmares about— no need to watch them in order as every
and subsequently writes down— are real. one is a standalone look into a differIt’s lovely and gruesome and will fill you ent mystery, haunting, weird historical
with dread. There are 8 episodes to this event, and many more. The show offers
Netflix original series. It jumps right into a valid education on things unexplained,
the spooks, so you’ll know right away if with plenty of field trips, goofs and gags.
this one is or isn’t for you.

Week Three

Week Four
Full Spook Mode

Unfortunately this year there is no
full moon on the 31st, but that doesn’t
mean we can’t pretend. Do some harvest
magic. Have some candy. Ward off those
ghosts— or befriend them, it’s up to you,
but maybe watch this weeks movies before you take that risk.

Spooky: When Good Ghouls Go
Bad - When Danny moves to Minnesota,
he discovers that his new town doesn’t
celebrate Halloween. Who could be ruining the fun? Based on a book by R.L.
Stine and starring Christopher Lloyd as
a zombie, this 2001 film is quality entertainment for all ages.
Scary: Veronica - This 2017 Spanish
film, inspired by a true event, spans three
harrowing days in the life of 15 year
old Verónica. After using a ouija board
during an eclipse, something unknown
begins to torment her and her little siblings. This film manages to be incredibly frightening and atmospheric without
getting too gruesome. It is a fresh use of
some well worn tropes.
To binge: The Haunting of Hill
House - Based on the novel by Shirley
Jackson (The same novel that the classic
1999 film The Haunting was based on),
this Netflix original horror series follows
siblings returning to their childhood
home. The massive house is, as you may
guess, haunted— and so are our heroes,
in a way. Emotional and terrifying, this
ghost story will get you in more ways
than one.

Illustrations by Kate Rogers / News Editor
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Practice, practice, practice
Paul Dexter
Director of Academic Retention Initiatives

Think about one of your skills. It may be
associated with a hobby, a passion, or a professional talent. It could be anything: guitar,
basketball, media production, writing, speaking multiple languages.
Now, think about how much time and effort it took to build that skill, even if you had
some initial “natural talent.” Essentially, we
learn and develop skills through PRACTICE.
“Practice” involves:
Action: While watching and listening introduces information into the brain, it is the
DOING that moves the learning process forward. Consider the skill you listed above:
would you have that skill if all you did was
watch and listen?
Repetition:
Information
must
be
“worked” more than once for it to form a
neuropathway in the brain. In other words,
repetition creates memory.
Feedback: Many people do not seek out
suggestions or constructive criticism from
others. It is this information, though, that allows a person to go to the next level of performance or understanding, to get “unstuck”
or overcome obstacles.
Reflection: When attempting to learn,
repeatedly checking for understanding and
competency is a vital part of the process. Ask
questions along the way such as, “How am
I doing? What is it I know and can do well?
What am I finding to be challenging, or do
not know?”
College students need to be able to learn
several subjects, concepts, or skills in the
same semester. While there is a significant
time management component to learning, the
following guidelines will help you make the
most of your practice time.
Single Tasking: This first step helps to set
the conditions for effective practice. A common learning trap is the notion of multitasking, trying to complete two cognitive tasks
simultaneously. Think back to the skill you
had in mind earlier. If attempting to focus on
something else while “practicing” that skill,
how effective would that be?
Single tasking entails removing distractions, committing to pay full attention, and
actively trying to connect this new information to what the brain already has understood,
experienced, or remembered.

An approach that can assist with single
tasking is the Pomodoro Technique. This
time management strategy was developed
decades ago by a university student and can
help with managing distractions.
To use this approach, set a timer for 25
minutes to focus on one task. Once the timer
begins, ignore the urge to check your phone,
email or do any other distracting activity.
When the timer goes off, take a short 5 minute break before committing to another 25
minutes.
Spaced Practice: “Spaced” refers to the
frequency of the practice, the “when.” It
means practicing more than once during the
week, and allowing space in between the
practice sessions. Once a week is not enough
to build a skill, and trying to cram in lots of
practice in one day results in fatigue, not productivity.
Spaced practice takes finding several
shorter times throughout your week, such as

60 minutes on Sunday, 30 minutes on Tuesday, and 30 minutes on Friday. This “multiple-swipe” approach builds memory, understanding, and skill far more quickly, and
creates “durable learning”, learning that will
last over time.
Retrieval Practice: While spaced practice
is about the “when,” retrieval is more about
the “what”: the content. Retrieval practice
involves intentionally trying to “go get” relevant information in our brain to apply in the
present. Each time we retrieve, our memory
of the information becomes stronger.
For example, instead of just reviewing
concepts from the most recent week of class,
ask yourself, “What information or concepts
from earlier in the class are related to this,
and can I remember and explain those concepts?”
Try to retrieve the information from memory at first, and then use your resources (class
notes, text books, websites) to fill in the rest.

Interleaving: This aspect of practice is
more about the “how”. Interleaving entails
mixing up the kinds of problems, equations,
or scenarios during your practice session.
Interleaving assists with retrieval, and also
helps to avoid the trap of familiarity.
For example, if the learner does 10 of the
same kinds of problems during one study session, he or she becomes comfortable with the
process, and the familiarity sends the message, “I know this stuff.” Interleaving different kinds of problems (like shuffling a deck
of flashcards) forces the brain to consider
context: “which rule or procedure do I use in
this situation?”
More resources and strategies are available at usm.maine.edu/agile, including last
week’s article on Managing Your Learning
Environment.
Where do you do your best academic
work? Visit usm.maine.edu/agile to take our
online poll for a chance to win AGILE swag!

Photo courtesy of Jordan Sanchez via Upsplash
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Vaping: Friend or foe?

Malinda Scannell
Nurse Practitioner

The use of e-cigarettes (e-cigs) has become increasingly widespread among
youth and young adults. The addictive nature of nicotine has been an ongoing concern since their introduction.
Recently e-cigs have been in the news
due to concerns over vaping related sickness and deaths. As of October 2nd, 805
vaping related illnesses and 16 deaths have
been reported to the Center of Disease
Control (CDC).
E-cigs were introduced into the U.S.
market in 2007. In 2011, the National
Youth Tobacco Survey reported past-30day prevalence of e-cig use among high
school students was 1.5%.
By 2015 this rate had climbed to 16%,
surpassing the rate of conventional cigarette use. In 2018, over 21% of high school
students reported current e-cig use.
This rise in e-cig use among youth is
staggering and continues to climb. Significant factors contributing to this growth include the addition of flavorings and the use
of e-cigs to vape THC-containing products.
E-cigs came out of a desire to remove

some of the harm related to elements in
conventional cigarettes. However, blood
nicotine levels in e-cig users are comparable, or higher, than levels in smokers of
cigarettes.
Given the increased sensitivity to nicotine and subsequent addiction risk among
youth, many end up using nicotine into
adulthood.
Nicotine is a highly addictive stimulant
drug, with addictive properties similar to
drugs such as heroin and cocaine. Nicotine
addiction is associated with craving and
withdrawal symptoms such as irritability,
anger, anxiety, depressed mood, restlessness, sleep disturbance, increased appetite
and difficulty concentrating.
Nicotine creates a dependence that can
lead to long-term use. Todays e-cigs users
are at risk of becoming tomorrows cigarette smokers.
Recent events have highlighted the dangers of heating and aerosolizing a variety
of components in e-cig liquids. These components include solvents, flavorants, and
toxicants whose health effects are not com-

pletely understood.
The aerosols generated by e-cigs contain compounds of known cancer-causing
agents, powerful irritants and metals (e.g.
lead and cadmium). Some liquids intended
for use in e-cigs contain adulterants not
named on ingredient list. The amount of
chemicals found in e-cig varies substantially, with high levels often found in bootleg
products.
Current investigation into recent vaping
related lung illnesses suggest products containing tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-the
psychoactive mind-altering compound of
marijuana, have contributed to these sicknesses.
Vitamin E acetate has also been implicated. Current evidence from examination
of actual tissue samples point to a direct
chemical injury. No single substance or
product type has been linked to all cases.
Additionally, users who drip e-liquid directly onto exposed heater coils of devices
for greater aerosol production and “throat
hit” may receive even greater exposure
to the harmful chemicals in products due
to the higher temperatures reached by the
coil.

Symptoms of these vaping related illnesses include cough, shortness of breath,
chest pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fatigue, fever and/or abdominal pain, which
develop over a few days to weeks.
The CDC recommends refraining from
vaping, especially products containing
THC; if you are using e-cigs containing
nicotine to quit cigarette smoking, do not
return to cigarette use; do not buy vaping
products off the street, nor modify or add
any substances to these products that are
not intended by the manufacturer.
If you are using e-cigs to quit smoking,
the evidence supporting their effectiveness as an aid for quitting tobacco has been
mixed. E-cigs are not approved by the
Food and Drug Administration as a cigarette quiting aid. Proven, safe and effective methods for quitting include nicotine
replacement therapy such as the patch or
gum, and medications such as Chantix and
Zyban.
Your providers at Health Services are
here to address your vaping related questions and concerns. Please call 207-7805411 to make an appointment.

Photo courtesy of Rist Art via Upsplash
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The solution to last
issue’s crossword
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Sudoku
Level of difficulty: Hard
The object of a
sudoku is to fill
in the remaining
squares so that
every row, every
column, and
every 3 × 3 box
contains each
of the numbers
from 1 to 9
exactly once.

Word Search
Theme: NFC Mascots

Search for the list of words in the grid of letters.
Grab a pen and circle each word as you find them.

Big Red
Blitz
Boom
Freddie
Gumbo
Rampage
Roary
Rowdy
Sir Purr
Sirsaint

Sourdough Sam

Staley
Swoop
Viktor

Cryptogram
Every letter in a
cryptogram stands for
another letter. Use the
hint to crack the code.

PDOV MOYKY UI KDUKUJSPY KSQY TSRY
LY S VPULSKD SKDY
And here is your hint:
V=S

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Leo (July 23 - August 22)

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)

Joint finances are in focus. Borrowing or lending may be essential, but try to keep both to a
minimum.
Today, you can accomplish a great deal.
Energy and endurance are higher than usual.
Decide what you want and go for it!

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Today you can get an awful lot done! Productivity, accomplishment and competence are
highlighted.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

You may feel torn today between going your
own way at work versus seeking some input
from others. Find a middle ground.

Someone close to you is ready to take a chance,
to risk for greater gain. Be supportive, but don’t get
swept away.
It appears that young family members delight in
thwarting you, but they are only testing their will. Turn
contests into cooperation.

Communication and interaction, especially with
friends, is highlighted. Being open, tolerant, and
rational comes naturally today.

Practical matters take precedence over emotional.
Pay attention to the bottom line and do what’s
necessary.

Libra (September 23 - October 22)

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)

Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Today you can be rational and logical, detached and
objective. You listen more to your intellect than to
your emotions.
Logic and common sense are your best financial assets today. Think it over before you take any action,
and use your head.

Be wary of wanting more than is possible, but keep
your sights aimed ever upward. Visualization precedes material achievements.
An associate is acting out of character. Be sensitive
and don’t rock the boat. Circumstances will stabilize.

Sports
From crutches to the court
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Saturday

Saturday

Golf

Women’s
Volleyball

Men’s Soccer

Field Hockey

Women’s Soccer

vs. UMaine
Farmington
7:00 p.m.

vs Westfield State
12:00 p.m.

@ UMass
Dartmouth
1:00 p.m.

USM Fall Classic
10:00 a.m.

vs. Husson
University
7:00 p.m.

Audrey Pohl shares her story of recovery

Cullen McIntyre
Sports Editor
Suffering an injury is a nightmare for all
athletes. For student-athletes, it’s something
that can affect them in their classes as well
as in their sport. Audrey Pohl, a sophomore
media studies major and women’s basketball
athlete, suffered a bad ACL sprain last October. The injury saw her out of her freshman
season for fourth months last year.
Student-athletes put long hours of effort
and practice into their sport each day, which
can bring about an injury from wear and tear.
Pohl, sustained her injury in practice, “I was
doing some transition drills in practice and
I went up for a rebound on both ends,” she
said. “I felt something weird in my knee. I
took a spill and was taken off the court, I realized I couldn’t walk anymore.”
Pohl, instantly went to the athletic trainers for diagnosis of her injury, “I went to the
training room and they gave me crutches because I couldn’t walk,” she said. “Then they
checked me out with the doctors there two
days later and then I did some MRIs and an
X-ray at the hospital where they found out it
was a bad sprain.”
The recovery process for each athlete is
different, depending on the severity of the
injury and how their body reacts to the process. Pohl went through the process of physical therapy at Saco Bay Physical Therapy in
Gorham, “The first few weeks was mostly
just figuring it out and trying to learn to walk
again. Then they set me up with physical
therapy and I went there like two to three
days a week, I did that until about January
after getting injured in October,” she said.
With an injury like Pohl’s, there was a lot
of difficulty having to re-teach herself basic
motions like walking and jumping, “I didn’t
run until December, a couple days before
winter break. The worst part was trying to
learn to jump again because the reason why I
messed up my knee is because I landed badly. I had to do a lot of jumping stuff at physical therapy and it was painful,” she said.
Pohl still spends time working on a full
recovery, having worn a knee brace and put-

ting in work on her own, “I then wore a knee
brace, and I still do my own recovery stuff
now,” she said. “My quad was the biggest
problem because that’s the first thing to go,
last thing to come back, so I do a lot of extra
quad strengthening workouts and a lot more
stretching with that leg.”
The injury impacted her life not only as
an athlete, but her day-to-day process. Being
on crutches on a college campus would be
trouble for anyone, but Pohl looked on the
brighter side, “With the crutches I couldn’t
really get places easily, but I did get on the
bus first and got a nice seat.”
But when it came to the athletic side, it
was something she had never experienced
before, “I had to sit out of every practice
and every game, and I’ve never done that in
my life so it was really weird and kind of
stressful on my mindset. I had a lot of mental
stuff going on, and there was physical pain
everyday.”
According to the NCAA, the mental response to suffering an injury can cause or
trigger mental health issues such as “depression, anxiety, disordered eating, and
substance use or use.” For Pohl, the injury
affected her mindset, “When I would sit out
and watch practices I would kind of be thinking like, why am I here, why did I deserve
this injury,” she said. “I thought I was a really good player when I first started out here,
but then when I was injured I saw everyone
passing me skillswise and I saw the team
grow together. I thought when I got back
from the injury that I wouldn’t be good anymore. That was probably the biggest part,
missing out on learning the plays and getting
better as a player.”
Though the mental impact weighed heavily on her, Pohl attended every practice for
her team, “I kind of felt like I had to be there
first of all, and I didn’t want to miss out on
learning stuff. I like to learn by doing, but
watching the plays helped me learn quicker.
I felt like I had to be there to support the
team and to figure things out myself.”
Being around the team kept her motivated
and involved, getting to bond with her teammates like she never had before, “Hanging

out with the team, when we did stuff outside
of practice it made me feel like I was apart of
the team even though I wasn’t playing,” she
said. “Going to the games, I felt like I really
grew in my energy and stuff because I never
used to be a person who would cheer on the
team as much as I could. I would be quiet because I would be thinking through what I’m
doing in the game, but since I had a different
perspective, I was sitting there taking stats
instead of playing in the game, I was able
to watch more and cheer on my team. I felt
more supportive than I could have been had
I been playing.”
The first game back is a memorable day
for any athlete coming back from an injury,
whether they’ve been out for a week or for
an entire year. Though Pohl didn’t have an
unforgettable performance, she will never
forget stepping back onto the court for the
first time, “The first game I went in for two
minutes and turned the ball over two times.
Obviously I wasn’t ready but it was the most
exciting moment ever because my whole

family came to watch me play. My brothers
and my parents came from Michigan to see
my debut, even though I went in for a minute
and didn’t play well,” she said. “It was really
exciting, I came off the court smiling and
laughing, and couldn’t believe I played in a
college game. In practices it felt really good
being able to run again and actually play, it
felt really good coming back.”
The women’s basketball team begins their
2019-20 campaign on Saturday, November
9 hosting Regis College. Pohl is excited for
a healthy season, and to make her mark,
“The comeback, I just want people to see
that I’m some person who got injured and
never came back. I want them to see that
she’s really good. A lot of people thought I
was going to do good before the injury and
now some are saying I’m gonna have a hard
time,” she said. “I want to comeback as if it
never happened. I still wear a knee brace and
still feel a little uneasy about my knee, but I
want people to look at me and think ‘oh she’s
100% healthy’ and bring the stats up.”

Photo courtesy of Audrey Pohl
Audrey Pohl celebrates her first game back with a line of high-fives with teammates
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Husky Hero of the Week: Yahya Nure

Get to know the hometown husky runner
During the first season Nure, accomplished a lot. He
was named the LEC Rookie of the week of September
3rd, 2018. Nure also finished first at the Alumni Meet race
covering the 5,000-meter course in 16 minutes and 7 seconds. Not to mention placing 12th at the LEC championship and 92nd at the NCAA Regional Championship. Last
but not least, Nure received the U.S. Track & Field and
Cross Country Coaches Association All-Academic honors
for 2018. “Coming in the first year, I wanted to accomplish
a lot, and not being on the varsity team pushed me even
harder to want to get better as a runner,” said Nure.
This season Nure wants to continue on a path of success,
in order to do so he had to make some careful decisions
off the trails. His first year he worked a 40-60 hour-a-week
job, along with going to classes full time, and running 70
miles a week. “I found myself just pushing my body to
the limit and I really didn’t give cross country, or school
the time it deserved and I just felt burnt out overall,” said
Nure.
Therefore he has decided to make a change and decided
to not work during the current school year, “Being a commuter student, and not working has allowed me to have the
time to go to school full time, attend classes and do all my
homework,” said Nure. “It has also allowed me the ability
to go to the Gorham Campus and just run and let loose. I
can do all of this and still have time for a day off which has

Connor Blake
Staff Writer

Yahya Nure, athlete on the Men’s Cross Country team
and sophomore majoring in biology from Portland, Maine
is blazing the trail with his running ability. This year, Nure
has been named Little East Conference (LEC) Runner
of the week once, and finished first in the alumni meet.
Through his passion for the sport, Nure looks to bring his
team to the top.
Nure is entering his second year on the USM Men’s
Cross Country team and he is loving it. Before running
for the Huskies, he began running his sophomore year at
Deering High School in Portland, Maine. During his time
there he fell in love with the sport. “At first, I didn’t love
it but after my first season I saw that I was somewhat successful at it and it sort of became a passion for me,” said
Nure.
After that first year Nure, accomplished a lot. Before
graduating from Deering in 2018 he did so with All-State,
and All-New England honors during his senior year. The
love for running and his home city, made the choice to
come to USM an easy one and entering his second year
here he still believes that this is where he should be, “I’ve
only been here for two years, but I feel like I’ve come so
far already and I’m very excited for what is next to come,”
said Nure.

helped me a lot this year.”
After having much success his first year it has left Nure
hungry for improvement in his sophomore season. Having
finished 11th at the Bates Super XC Shootout as well as
being named the LEC Conference Runner of the week for
September 2nd, 2019. Nure has accomplished all of this
early on, but his main focus is on the teams success. “Sure
I have individual goals such as time goals, but my number
one goal is to have the team be number 1 in the LEC.”
Part of what will help contribute to the goals is the closeness of the team and help from a supportive coaching staff.
“Coach (Ryan Harkleroad) is always around to remind you
about how he is here to help, and that there isn’t any shame
in asking for it, as for the running he has helped with the
mental aspect telling us to listen to our body to prevent
injuries,” said Nure.
When it comes to what he wants to do after school is
done he thinks it will leave him with a similar feeling,
“I want to one day be an athletic trainer for my old high
school. I loved it there, and it is where I met running, and
I would love to get back there and help out other athletes,”
said Nure.
The Men’s Cross Country team has four meets remaining, with their next one onSaturday, September 19th at the
Suffolk Invitation at Franklin Park, Boston.

Yahya Nure competing in a cross country race at Bates College

Photo courtesy of USM Athletics Page

Know an athlete who’s story should be told? Nominate them for athlete of the week!
Contact cullen.mcintyre@maine.edu with their name and sport!

